WFH Product Range
By Godrej Interio

ARE THE LOCKDOWN PAINS GETTING TO YOU?
Working from home is making our body stiff and sore.
The current scenario has made working from home a new normal for Indian professionals. Prolonged
working in sub-optimal working condition can have impact on your health.

Poor posture while working on the laptop could cause Musculoskeletal Disorders like pain in the neck,
back, shoulder, and other issues.

Godrej Interio through its ‘research oriented’ approach has identified the latent needs and are pleased to
share our range of ergonomic solutions that provides flexibility, comfort, safety and harness productivity.
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WORKDESK
WORKTABLE

CHOCOLATE
WORKDESK

The premium CHOCOLATE work desk is designed
with high aesthetics & functionality that will add a
touch of exclusiveness to your workspace. It has a
spacious work surface along with display shelves.
The storage space is ample and assorted.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Chocolate

120

101.80

60.50

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKOH

(Click on the image to know more)

SQUADRO
WORKDESK

The geometric design language of the premium
Squadro work desk gives it a contemporary look,
while also providing for the functionality that will aid
in comfortable working from home. It has display
shelves, ample storage & a large work area.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Squadro

120

97.80

60.50

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKOH

(Click on the image to know more)

FLOYD
WORKTABLE

The Floyd Table is a simple table with ample storage
and spacious tabletop which can be the perfect
Work Desk at Home.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Floyd

100

74.60

50

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKOH

(Click on the image to know more)

FOLD

WORKTABLE

FOLD can be pushed to any part of your home to
get that best location from where positive work can
happen. Easy folding mechanism provided in the
table, so that after your work is over, it can be
folded and stacked vertically. Thus, the space can
be used by everyone at home for other activities.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Fold

120

73

63.50

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKO

(Click on the image to know more)

CHAIR

ACE
CHAIR

Designed to inspire, Ace is a product where
function, technology and ergonomics meet to
deliver a superior seating experience. Made in
collaboration with French designer, Antoine
Phelouzat, ACE’s design combines his European
design sensibilities with Godrej Interio’s legacy of
outstanding ergonomics to give a seating solution
for the workplaces of tomorrow.

ACE High Back

Product

Width

Height

Depth

ACE High Back

75

109.30-124.40

75

ACE Full Back

75

95.50-105.50

75

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKO

ACE Full Back

(Click on the image to know more)

AERO
CHAIR

The 360° swivel along with Knee Tilt Synchro
mechanism with three different tilt positions,
supports healthy body movements and gives great
back support. The back is made up of injection
moulded glass filled nylon & upholstered using
mesh fabric with high tenacity yarn giving the
perfect balance between form, functionality and
comfort.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Aero

76.10

114-128.20

76.10

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKO

(Click on the image to know more)

MOTION
CHAIR

Motion Chair provides a breakthrough ergonomic
seating solution designed to enable the user to
adopt dynamic body movements while seated. The
unique design construction allows flexing and
spring-back motion enabling multi-dimensional
movement to suit body posture. The chair meets
strict chemical emissions limits, which contributes
to the creation of healthier interiors.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Motion

76

99.50-108.80

76

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKO

(Click on the image to know more)

POUF

EEZYSIT
POUF

Good seating should be stylish as well as comfortable.
Be it office or home if you need to sit, Eezysit is the
perfect companion to have it in hand. It is so portable,
foldable and lightweight that just having one makes
you feel confident of working smart or simply lounging
in comfort anywhere you please.

Product

Width

Height

Depth

Eezysit

37.50

48

50.50

(All dimensions are in CM)

Discount code: DSNDKO

(Click on the image to know more)

Procedure for purchase:
1. Click on the product image in the flyer which will re-direct buyer to the store page. If products are to be added-on, ensure
buyer types the product SKU name as mentioned in excel and Flyer
2. Alternately, buyer can go to www.godrejinterio.com, search for the correct product SKU name and check-out
3. Enter the coupon code exclusive for DESIGN DEKKO members as mentioned in the flyer. Coupon code is Case-Sensitive
4. Required customer information and delivery details to be entered by buyer

5. Make payment and check out
6. Use the transaction reference number for tracking and further assistance

Terms & Conditions:
1. These purchases are on our E-Commerce portal and are subject to government regulations related to the same. By
agreeing to purchase through online medium, the end buyer agrees to terms and conditions of an online sale.
2. The purchase of products from Godrej Interio will entail a special rate for “DESIGN DEKKO" members for a limited period
(valid till 31st August 2020) and the special rates will be applicable on usage of a specific coupon code (as mentioned
in the flyer).
3. Products once delivered will not be taken back. These products will however have post sale support through Toll Free Call
centre no: 1-800-267-1122 and our After sales service email id is: interiocare@godrej.com
4. The rates quoted on the website will be inclusive of the currently prevailing GST @18% . In the event of a change in
taxation, local levies etc, the same will be charged as ruling at the time of delivery.
5. Our Offer is inclusive of Free shipment to site location and Free Installation of the chairs by Godrej Authorised Technicians
thereafter.

6. Our offer is non-transferrable to other clients and limited to the products offered in the attached sheet."

